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Abstract
This paper introduces PowerInfer, a high-speed Large Lan-

guage Model (LLM) inference engine on a personal computer
(PC) equipped with a single consumer-grade GPU. The key
underlying the design of PowerInfer is exploiting the high
locality inherent in LLM inference, characterized by a power-
law distribution in neuron activation. This distribution indi-
cates that a small subset of neurons, termed hot neurons, are
consistently activated across inputs, while the majority, cold
neurons, vary based on specific inputs. PowerInfer exploits
such an insight to design a GPU-CPU hybrid inference en-
gine: hot-activated neurons are preloaded onto the GPU for
fast access, while cold-activated neurons are computed on
the CPU, thus significantly reducing GPU memory demands
and CPU-GPU data transfers. PowerInfer further integrates
adaptive predictors and neuron-aware sparse operators, opti-
mizing the efficiency of neuron activation and computational
sparsity. Evaluation shows that PowerInfer attains an average
token generation rate of 13.20 tokens/s, with a peak of 29.08
tokens/s, across various LLMs (including OPT-175B) on a
single NVIDIA RTX 4090 GPU, only 18% lower than that
achieved by a top-tier server-grade A100 GPU. This signifi-
cantly outperforms llama.cpp by up to 11.69× while retaining
model accuracy.

1 Introduction
Generative large language models (LLMs) have garnered at-
tention for their remarkable capabilities in creative writing,
advanced code generation, and sophisticated natural language
processing tasks [5, 42, 49]. These models, widely deployed
in data centers equipped with high-end and expensive server-
grade GPUs, have significantly influenced our daily lives and
work practices. Meanwhile, there is an emerging trend of run-
ning LLMs on more accessible local platforms, particularly
personal computers (PCs) with consumer-grade GPUs. This
evolution is driven by the need for enhanced data privacy [25],
model customization [22], and reduced inference costs [42].
In contrast to data-center deployments, which prioritize high
throughput [18, 37, 47], local deployments focus on low la-
tency in processing small batches.
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Nonetheless, deploying LLMs on consumer-grade GPUs
presents significant challenges due to their substantial mem-
ory requirements. LLMs, typically functioning as autoregres-
sive Transformers, sequentially generate text token-by-token,
each needing to access the entire model consisting of hundreds
of billions of parameters. Therefore, the inference process
is fundamentally constrained by the GPU’s memory capac-
ity. This limitation is particularly acute in local deployments
where the processing of individual requests (often just one at
a time) [6] leaves minimal opportunity for parallel processing.

Existing approaches to such memory issues include model
compression and offloading. Compression techniques like
quantization [12,46], distillation [48], and pruning [23] reduce
the model size. However, even deeply compressed models
remain too large for consumer-grade GPUs. For instance, an
OPT-66B model with 4-bit precision demands approximately
40GB of memory just to load its parameters [20], exceed-
ing the capacity of even high-end GPUs like the NVIDIA
RTX 4090. Model offloading, which partitions the model be-
tween GPU and CPU at the Transformer layer level [3,14,37].
State-of-the-art systems like llama.cpp [14] distribute layers
between CPU and GPU memories, leveraging both for infer-
ence, thus reducing the GPU resources required. However,
this method is hindered by the slow PCIe interconnect and the
CPUs’ limited computational capabilities, resulting in high
inference latency.

In this paper, we argue that the key reason for memory
issues in LLM inference is the locality mismatch between
hardware architecture and the characteristics of LLM infer-
ence. Current hardware architectures are designed with a
memory hierarchy optimized for data locality. Ideally, a small,
frequently accessed working set should be stored in the GPU,
which offers higher memory bandwidth but limited capacity.
In contrast, larger, less frequently accessed data are better
suited for CPUs, which provide more extensive memory ca-
pacity but lower bandwidth. Nevertheless, the vast volume of
parameters required for each LLM inference iteration leads to
a working set that is too large for a single GPU, thus impeding
efficient locality exploitation.

We have observed that LLM inference inherently exhibits
high locality. Specifically, during each inference iteration, a
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limited number of neurons1 are activated, significantly influ-
encing the outcome of token inference. These activations,
which are input-specific, can be accurately predicted during
runtime. For example, in the OPT model, less than 10% of
the elements in the activation map are non-zero, and these can
be predicted with more than 93% accuracy at runtime [21].
Notably, neuron activation in an LLM follows a skewed
power-law distribution: a small subset of neurons consis-
tently contributes to the majority of activations (over 80%)
across various inputs (hot-activated), while the majority are
involved in the remaining activations, which are determined
based on the inputs at runtime (cold-activated).

Building on the locality insights, we introduce PowerInfer,
an efficient LLM inference system optimized for local deploy-
ments using a single consumer-grade GPU. The key idea of
PowerInfer is to exploit the locality in LLM inference by as-
signing the minor hot neurons to the GPU, while cold neurons,
which constitute the majority, are managed by the CPU. Pow-
erInfer preselects and preloads hot-activated neurons onto the
GPU offline and leverages online predictors during runtime
to identify activated neurons. This approach allows the GPU
and CPU to independently process their respective sets of
neurons, thereby minimizing the need for costly PCIe data
transfers.

However, there are significant challenges that complicate
the design of PowerInfer. First, the online predictors, which
are essential for identifying active neurons in LLM layers
and are typically situated on the GPU, occupy a considerable
amount of GPU memory. This memory could otherwise be
used for the LLM. To address this, PowerInfer introduces an
adaptive method for constructing smaller predictors for layers
with higher activation sparsity and skewness. This iterative
process reduces the size of the predictors while maintain-
ing their accuracy, thus freeing up GPU memory for LLM
inferences.

Second, leveraging LLM sparsity requires the use of sparse
operators. Conventional libraries like cuSPARSE [30] are
not optimal due to their general-purpose design, which in-
cludes tracking each non-zero element and converting dense
matrices into sparse formats [45, 51]. In contrast, PowerInfer
designs neuron-aware sparse operators that directly interact
with individual neurons, thereby bypassing operations on en-
tire matrices. This approach enables efficient matrix-vector
multiplication at the neuron level and removes the need for
specific sparse format conversions.

Lastly, the optimal placement of activated neurons between
the GPU and CPU in PowerInfer is a complex task. It in-
volves evaluating each neuron’s activation rate, intra-layer
communication, and available hardware resources like GPU
memory sizes. To effectively manage this, PowerInfer utilizes
an offline phase to generate a neuron placement policy. This
policy uses a metric that measures each neuron’s impact on

1This paper defines a neuron as a specific row/column in a weight matrix.

LLM inference outcomes and is framed as an integer linear
programming problem. The policy formulation considers fac-
tors such as neuron activation frequencies and the bandwidth
hierarchy of CPU and GPU architectures.

The online inference engine of PowerInfer was imple-
mented by extending llama.cpp with an additional 4,200 lines
of C++ and CUDA code. Its offline component, comprising
a profiler and a solver, builds upon the transformers frame-
work [44] with approximately 400 lines of Python code. Pow-
erInfer is compatible with various popular LLM families,
including OPT (7B-175B), LLaMA (7B-70B), and Falcon-
40B, and supports consumer-grade GPUs like the NVIDIA
RTX 4090 and NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti.

Performance evaluation reveals that PowerInfer, when
deployed on a PC equipped with a single NVIDIA RTX
4090 GPU, delivers an average generation speed of 13.20
tokens/s for quantized models and 8.32 tokens/s for non-
quantized models, maintaining model accuracy. These re-
sults significantly surpass llama.cpp’s performance, exhibit-
ing up to 8.00× and 11.69× improvements for quantized
and non-quantized models, respectively. Significantly, the
inference speed achieved on an NVIDIA RTX 4090 GPU
(priced at approximately $2,000) is only 18% slower com-
pared to the performance on a top-tier A100 GPU (cost-
ing around $20,000) that can fully accommodate the model.
PowerInfer’s source code is publicly available at https:
//github.com/SJTU-IPADS/PowerInfer.

2 Background and Motivation
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Figure 1: The inference procedure of an LLM.

2.1 LLM Inference & Architecture
LLM inference, an autoregressive model, generates each to-
ken based on previous ones. The process, illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, starts with a prompt (e.g., "I love reading") and unfolds
in two phases: first, the prompt phase outputs an initial token
("OSDI"), then the generation phase sequentially produces
tokens until a maximum limit or an end-of-sequence (<EOS>)
token is reached. Each token generation, an inference itera-
tion, requires running the full LLM model.

The LLM architecture includes multiple Transformer lay-
ers, each comprising a self-attention and an MLP (Multi-
Layer Perceptron) block (see Figure 2, left). The self-attention
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Figure 2: The architecture of a Transformer layer and how neurons
are sparsely activated in FC1 and FC2 layers due to the ReLU func-
tion. The neurons that are activated are represented as green rows or
columns encircled by red lines. The output vector from FC1 is then
supplied to FC2 as its input vector.

block generates embedding vectors by capturing the relation-
ships among input tokens. In this process, different heads
focus on extracting distinct feature information. The compu-
tation results from these different heads are aggregated and
then utilized as the input for the MLP block. The MLP block
applies non-linear transformations via fully connected layers
and activation functions to refine the input sequence repre-
sentation. The output either advances to subsequent layers or
forms the LLM’s final output.

In Figure 2 (right), the MLP block’s layers, FC1 and FC2,
generate vectors through matrix multiplication. Each output
element comes from the dot product of an input vector and a
neuron (a row/column in a weight matrix). Activation func-
tions like ReLU [1] act as gates to selectively retain or discard
values in a vector, influencing neuron activations in FC1 and
FC2. For example, ReLU in this figure filters out negative
values, allowing only positively valued neurons in FC1 to
influence the output. These neurons, which contribute to the
output, are considered activated in this paper. Similarly, these
values also affect which neurons in FC2 are activated and
involved in the computation of its output vector.

Activation Sparsity. Recent studies have revealed that
LLM inference shows a notable sparsity in neuron activa-
tion [19, 21, 50]. For example, we observe that approximately
80% of neurons in the OPT-30B model remain inactivated
during the inference. This phenomenon of activation sparsity
exists in both self-attention and MLP blocks. In self-attention
blocks, nearly half of the attention heads (neurons) make min-
imal contributions, leading to their high sparsity. The sparsity
observed within the MLP blocks is primarily attributed to the
characteristics of the activation functions.

Crucially, the activation sparsity is input-specific, meaning
that the activation of specific neurons is directly influenced
by the current input and cannot be predetermined before the
model’s inference iteration begins. While it is not feasible
to know which neurons will be activated before the entire
model runs, it is possible to predict neuron activations a few
layers in advance within the ongoing model iteration. De-
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Figure 3: Typical existing offloading solutions. (a) shows a GPU-
centric approach, while (b) is the CPU-GPU hybrid offloading ap-
proach.

jaVu [21], for instance, utilizes MLP-based predictors during
inference, achieving a remarkable accuracy rate of at least
93% in predicting neuron activation.

2.2 Offloading-based LLM Serving
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Figure 4: Performance comparison and analysis for serving OPT-
30B on NVIDIA RTX 4090 GPU. The yellow blocks refer to FlexGen,
the gray blocks refer to DejaVu (UM) and the blue blocks refer to
llama.cpp. (a) The Y-axis indicates execution time for one iteration
and the X-axis represents batch sizes for input. (b) The Y-axis in-
dicates the proportion of execution time, and the X-axis indicates
batch sizes for input.

Current model compression techniques are inadequate for
fitting large language models (LLMs) within resource-limited
consumer-grade GPUs. In contrast, the offloading technique,
which leverages the CPU’s additional computational and
memory resources, presents a more viable solution for ac-
commodating LLMs on such hardware. Figure 3 illustrates
two main offloading approaches:

GPU-centric offloading utilizes CPU memory to store
portions of the model parameters that exceed the GPU’s ca-
pacity. During each iteration, as depicted in Figure 3a), it
processes the parameters located in the GPU memory, trans-
ferring more from the CPU as needed. This strategy enables
the inference of LLMs of varying sizes, provided that suf-
ficient combined CPU memory and hard disk storage are
available. FlexGen [37] is a typical example that adopts a zig-
zag scheduling approach to prioritize throughput over latency,
processing batches sequentially for each layer. Nonetheless,
this method leads to substantial per-token latency in latency-
sensitive scenarios (Figure 4a), mainly due to frequent data
transfers between GPU and CPU, especially with batch sizes
of one. Over 99.5% of processing time is consumed by trans-
ferring LLM weights from CPU to GPU, significantly impact-
ing overall latency, as illustrated in Figure 4b.

DejaVu [21] accelerates LLM inference by using activa-
tion sparsity. It selectively processes only those neurons that
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are predicted to be activated (called predicted neurons for
brevity), while bypassing the inactivated ones. However, this
approach, initially designed for data center inference, strug-
gles on consumer-grade GPUs that cannot accommodate full-
scale LLMs. The key challenge with DejaVu in such contexts
stems from the need to frequently transfer activated neurons
from the CPU to the GPU during runtime. For LLMs like
OPT-30B that exceed GPU memory limits, DejaVu2, albeit
reducing the computational load on the GPU, is constrained
by the data transfer procedure (Figure 4a). Consequently, as
shown in Figure 4a, DejaVu experiences significant inference
latency, comparable to that of FlexGen.

Hybrid offloading distributes model parameters between
GPU and CPU, splitting them at the Transformer layer level
as shown in llama.cpp [14] (Figure 3b). The CPU processes
its layers first, then sends intermediate results to the GPU for
token generation. This offloading method reduces inference
latency to around 600ms (Figure 4a) by minimizing data
transfer and mitigating slow PCIe bandwidth.

However, hybrid offloading still faces the locality mismatch
issue, leading to suboptimal latency. Each inference iteration
accesses the entire model, resulting in poor locality for hi-
erarchical GPU-CPU memory structures. GPUs, while com-
putationally powerful, are constrained by memory capacity.
For instance, a 30B-parameter model on a 24GB NVIDIA
RTX 4090 GPU means only 37% of the model is on the GPU,
shifting most computational tasks to the CPU. The CPU, with
higher memory but lower computational power, ends up han-
dling 98% of the total computational load (Figure 4b).

3 Insights into Locality in LLM Inference
This section introduces our insights into locality in the LLM
inference procedure, highlighting two distinctive features.

3.1 Insight-1: Power-law Activation
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Figure 5: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of neuron acti-
vation in OPT-30B and LLaMA(ReGLU)-70B. (a) CDF in a single
MLP layer. (b) CDF across the entire model. The X-axis shows neu-
ron proportion. The Y-axis represents the CDF of neuron activation.

LLM inference exhibits a high degree of locality, indicat-
ing that a consistent group of neurons is frequently activated.
Notwithstanding the input dependence of LLM activation
sparsity, a power-law distribution is evident among activated
neurons. Figure 5a reveals that in the MLP layers of OPT-30B

2Since DejaVu only works for GPU, we modified it by using NVIDIA
Unified Memory (UM) [29] to fetch parameters from CPU memory.

and LLaMA (ReGLU)-70B, 26% and 43% of neurons respec-
tively are responsible for 80% of total activations. These are
termed hot-activated neurons. Conversely, the activation of
the remaining 74% and 57% of neurons is input-dependent,
classifying them as cold-activated neurons.

This high locality is not confined to a single layer but ex-
tends throughout the model. As illustrated in Figure 5b, ap-
proximately 17% of neurons in OPT-30B and 26% in LLaMA
(ReGLU)-70B are responsible for 80% of the total activations
across all layers.

3.2 Insight-2: Fast In-CPU Computation
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Figure 6: Comparison of execution time for load-then-execute ver-
sus direct-execute methods when 10% and 60% neuron weights of
one MLP and attention layer in OPT-30B are CPU-resident. The
X-axis shows input batch sizes, and the Y-axis measures execution
time (ms). Load-then-execute involves transferring these neuron
weights to GPU memory for computation, whereas direct-execute
computes them directly on the CPU.

If activated neurons reside in CPU memory, computing
them on the CPU is faster than transferring them to the GPU,
especially with the small number of activated neurons and the
small batch sizes typical in local deployments. Modern CPUs
with vector extensions can efficiently handle such smaller
matrix computations.

We compared the time to load and compute 10%3 of the
MLP layer and 60% of attention layer’s CPU-side neurons on
the GPU versus direct CPU execution in OPT-30B. Results in
Figure 6 indicate that for batch sizes under 32, the time taken
to transfer the weights of these neurons and compute them
on the GPU (NVIDIA RTX 4090) exceeds the time required
for calculation directly on the CPU using the AVX2 vector
extension.

4 PowerInfer Overview
This paper introduces PowerInfer, a low-latency LLM in-
ference system deployed in a PC equipped with a single
consumer-grade GPU. PowerInfer proposes a neuron-aware
offloading strategy and an inference engine by fully leverag-
ing the high locality insights described in §3. It utilizes both
GPU and CPU for weight storage, accommodating LLMs of
various sizes. This offloading approach, based on Insight-1,
effectively exploits the power-law distribution of LLM infer-
ence. Specifically, PowerInfer preloads the GPU with weights

3While Insight-1 indicates that 43% of neurons account for 80% of the
total activations in a single MLP layer, it is typically found that only about
10% of its neurons are activated during an individual inference iteration.
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erInfer.

for neurons that activate frequently, while less active neurons’
weights are kept on the CPU.

To reduce inference latency, the inference engine computes
only neurons predicted as active by online predictors, skip-
ping most inactive ones. Moreover, the preloading strategy
enables PowerInfer to allocate the bulk of inference tasks
to the GPU, given that hot-activated neurons that have been
loaded on the GPU constitute a major fraction of activations.
For cold-activated neurons not in GPU memory, PowerInfer
executes their computations on the CPU, eliminating the need
for weight transfers to the GPU (Insight-2).

4.1 Architecture and Workflow
Figure 7 presents an architectural overview of PowerInfer,
comprising both offline and online components. Due to the
variation in locality properties among different LLMs, the
offline component should profile LLMs’ activation sparsity,
differentiating between hot and cold neurons. In the online
phase, the inference engine loads two types of neurons into
both GPU and CPU, serving LLM requests with low latency
during runtime.

LLM Profiler and Policy Solver (Offline): This compo-
nent includes an LLM profiler that collects activation data
from inference processes using requests derived from general
datasets (e.g., C4 [32]). It monitors neuron activation across
all layers (Step ¬), followed by a policy solver categorizing
neurons as hot or cold. The solver aims to allocate frequently
activated neurons to the GPU and others to the CPU. It uses a
neuron impact metric and hardware specifications to balance
the workload, using integer linear programming to maximize
the GPU’s impact metric for neurons (Step ).

Neuron-aware LLM Inference Engine (Online): Before
processing user requests, the online engine assigns the two
types of neurons to their respective processing units (Step ®),
as per the offline solver’s output. During runtime, the engine
creates GPU and CPU executors, which are threads running
on the CPU side, to manage concurrent CPU-GPU compu-
tations (Step ¯). The engine also predicts neuron activation
and skips non-activated ones. Activated neurons preloaded in
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Figure 8: An illustrative example shows how PowerInfer calculates
different neurons for one LLM layer.

GPU memory are processed there, while the CPU calculates
and transfers results for its neurons to the GPU for integration.
The engine uses sparse-neuron-aware operators on both CPU
and GPU, focusing on individual neuron rows/columns within
matrices.

4.2 Single Layer Example
Figure 8 illustrates how PowerInfer coordinates GPU and
CPU in processing a layer’s neurons. It classifies neurons
based on offline data, assigning hot-activated ones (e.g., in-
dices 3, 5, 7) to GPU memory and others to CPU memory.
Upon receiving an input, a predictor identifies which neurons
in the current layer are likely to be activated. For instance,
it predicts activation for neurons 3, 4, and 5. It is crucial
to note that hot-activated neurons, identified through offline
statistical analysis, may not consistently match the runtime
activation behaviors. For example, neuron 7, though labeled
as hot-activated, is forecasted to be inactive in this case.

Both CPU and GPU then process predicted active neurons,
ignoring inactive ones. The GPU computes neurons 3 and
5, while the CPU handles neuron 4. Once neuron 4’s com-
putation is complete, its output is sent to the GPU for result
integration.

5 Neuron-aware Inference Engine
This section presents a detailed introduction to the neuron-
aware inference engine in PowerInfer. We first elaborate on
the design of activation predictors leveraged by PowerInfer in
§5.1. Then, we elucidate the process of dividing and managing
neurons between the CPU and GPU in §5.2. Following this,
the design of the hybrid execution model within PowerInfer
is described in §5.3. Lastly, we explain the details of neuron-
aware operators used in PowerInfer in §5.4.

5.1 Adaptive Sparsity Predictors
The online inference engine in PowerInfer reduces compu-
tational loads by only processing those neurons that are pre-
dicted to be activated. This method was also used in De-
jaVu [21], which advocates for training a set of fixed-size
MLP predictors. Within each Transformer layer, DejaVu uti-
lizes two separate predictors to forecast the activation of neu-
rons in the self-attention and MLP blocks. Consequently, the
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inference computation is confined to neurons anticipated to
be active.

However, designing effective predictors for local deploy-
ments with limited resources is challenging, balancing pre-
diction accuracy and model size. These predictors, frequently
invoked for neuron activation prediction, should be stored in
GPU memory for fast access. Yet, the considerable memory
requirements of numerous fixed-size predictors can encroach
upon the space needed for storing LLM parameters. For ex-
ample, predictors for the OPT-175B model require around
27GB of GPU memory, surpassing an NVIDIA RTX 4090
GPU’s capacity. On the other hand, naively reducing predic-
tor size may impair accuracy; a decrease from 480MB to
320MB in predictor size dropped its accuracy from 92% to
84%, further adversely affecting the overall LLM accuracy
(e.g., winogrande [35] task accuracy from 72.77% to 67.96%).

We have observed that the size of predictors is influenced
by two main factors: the sparsity of LLM layers and their
internal skewness. As shown in Figure 9, layers with higher
activation sparsity simplify the task of identifying activated
neurons, allowing for smaller predictor models. In contrast,
layers with lower activation sparsity necessitate larger models
with more parameters, as accurately pinpointing activated neu-
rons becomes increasingly challenging. Additionally, in cases
of high skewness, where activations are heavily concentrated
in a few neurons, even a compact predictor can achieve high
accuracy.

To optimize for these factors, PowerInfer designs an iter-
ative training method for non-fixed-size predictors for each
Transformer layer. The process begins by establishing a base-
line model size based on the layer’s sparsity profile (Figure 9).
Subsequently, the model size is iteratively adjusted, taking
into account the internal activation skewness to maintain ac-
curacy. An MLP predictor typically comprises input, hidden,
and output layers. Since the dimensions of the input and out-
put layers are determined by the Transformer layer’s structure,
modifications primarily target the hidden layer. During the it-
erative adjustments, the hidden layer’s dimension is modified
according to the observed skewness. For layers exhibiting

significant skewness, the hidden layer size is reduced pro-
gressively until accuracy falls below 95%. Conversely, for
layers with minimal skewness, the dimension is increased to
improve accuracy. Through this approach, PowerInfer effec-
tively limits predictor parameters to a mere 10% of the total
LLM parameters.

5.2 Neuron Placement and Management
When the offline solver determines a neuron placement policy,
the online inference engine of PowerInfer loads the model
into the CPU and GPU memory as per the policy. For each
layer, which may consist of multiple weight matrices, Power-
Infer assigns each neuron to either the GPU or CPU based on
whether the neuron is hot-activated.

Ensuring the accurate computation of these segmented neu-
rons in their proper sequence is vital for precise results. To
this end, PowerInfer creates two neuron tables, one located
in the CPU and the other in the GPU memory. These tables
correlate each neuron to its original position in the matrix.
During the process of multiplying with an input tensor, each
neuron interacts with its corresponding tensor value, guided
by the mappings in the neuron tables. The additional mem-
ory required for these neuron tables is relatively insignificant,
totaling only about 9MB for an LLM like OPT-175B, which
needs 350GB of storage.

5.3 GPU-CPU Hybrid Execution
Given that PowerInfer processes only a limited number of
neurons predicted to be active, such as less than 10% in an
MLP layer, a potential method for GPU and CPU collabora-
tion involves transferring cold-activated neuron weights from
the CPU to the GPU for computation. However, as per Insight-
2, the time spent transferring activated neurons to the GPU
surpasses the time needed for direct computation on the CPU.
Therefore, PowerInfer implements a GPU-CPU hybrid execu-
tion model, wherein both units independently compute their
respective activated neurons and then combine the results on
the GPU. This method effectively balances the computational
workload, leveraging the strengths of each unit while reducing
transfer time inefficiencies.

Before inference, PowerInfer constructs a computationally
directed acyclic graph (DAG) with each node representing
a computational LLM inference operator and stores it in a
global queue in the CPU memory. Each operator in the queue
is tagged with its prerequisite operators. During inference,
two types of executors, pthreads created by the host OS, man-
age calculations on both CPU and GPU. They pull operators
from the global queue, check dependencies, and assign them
to the appropriate processing unit. The GPU and CPU use
their neuron-aware operators, with the GPU executor launch-
ing GPU operators using APIs like cudaLaunchKernel, and
the CPU executor coordinating unoccupied CPU cores for
calculations. Before executing an operator, the CPU executor
also determines the necessary thread count for parallel com-
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putation. To manage operator dependencies, especially when
a parent node of a CPU operator is processed on the GPU, a
barrier ensures GPU computations are complete before the
CPU starts its operator.

In scenarios where activated neurons are split between
GPU and CPU, synchronization between these processing
units also becomes crucial. After one unit finishes its neuron
calculations, it waits for the other to merge results. As GPU
neurons are activated more frequently, PowerInfer assigns
merging operations to the GPU. To optimize synchroniza-
tion overhead, a selective synchronization strategy is used,
bypassing result synchronization when the CPU executor has
no activated neurons, allowing it to proceed to subsequent
blocks, thereby enhancing overall efficiency.

5.4 Neuron-aware Operator
Considering the activation sparsity in LLMs, matrix multi-
plication operations can bypass inactive neurons and their
weights, necessitating the use of sparse operators. However,
current sparse matrix multiplication tools, including state-of-
the-art sparse-aware compilers like SparTA [52] and Flash-
LLM [45], as well as libraries like cuSPARSE [30] and
Spunik [33], fall short in this regard. They either support only
static compilation of sparse-aware kernels or require dynamic
conversion of sparse matrices into dense formats, leading
to significant performance overhead, especially with the dy-
namic sparsity in our scenario. Additionally, the dynamic JIT
compiler PIT [51], though efficient for general sparse matrix
multiplication on GPUs, is not suited for CPU-GPU hybrid
execution where CPU computational capabilities are limited.

To overcome these limitations, PowerInfer introduces
neuron-aware operators that directly compute activated neu-
rons and their weights on both GPU and CPU without the
need for runtime conversion to dense format. These operators
differ from traditional ones as they focus on individual row/-
column vectors within a matrix rather than the entire matrix.
They first determine a neuron’s activation status and then pro-
cess it if predicted to be active, alongside the corresponding
row or column of the parameter matrix.

Neuron-aware Operators for GPU: Despite vector-
vector calculations being less efficient than matrix-vector
calculations on GPU, neuron-aware operators based on vector-
vector computation are advantageous when the batch size is
small. They avoid unnecessary computations and memory
operations associated with inactive neurons and do not need
costly matrix conversions. Furthermore, these operators allow
all thread blocks to concurrently check neuron activations and
compute corresponding vectors if activated.

Neuron-aware Operators for CPU: Neuron-aware oper-
ators are particularly beneficial for CPUs, which generally
have lower parallelism and matrix computation efficiency.
The CPU executor assigns a neuron-aware operator to multi-
ple cores, dividing neurons into smaller batches for concurrent
activation checking. Each core processes only the activated

neurons in its batch, optimizing vector-vector calculations
with hardware vector extensions like AVX2, widely supported
in modern CPUs.

6 Neuron Placement Policy
To fully unleash the computational capability of the GPU and
CPU, PowerInfer’s offline component provides a placement
policy to guide the allocation of each neuron to either the
GPU or CPU. This policy, output by a solver, controls neuron
placement within each layer, thereby defining the runtime
computational workload for the respective processing units.
The solver considers a range of factors, including each neu-
ron’s activation frequency, communication overhead, and the
computational capacities of the processing units, such as their
memory sizes and bandwidths.

The solver defines an impact metric for each neuron to
model its activation information. By integrating the neuron
impacts with the capabilities of different computing units,
the solver constructs an integer linear programming model to
generate the optimal neuron placement.

6.1 Offline Profiling
Before determining the placement of each neuron, the offline
profiler of PowerInfer needs to gather runtime inference data
for each neuron. To achieve this, it deploys the LLM to handle
requests generated from multiple general datasets, such as
C4 [32] and Wikipedia [10]. To accurately measure activation
information, the profiler inserts a monitoring kernel after each
block within a Transformer layer. Additionally, it builds a
neuron information table on the GPU, designed to track the
activation count of each neuron.

This kernel checks whether each neuron in the layer gets
activated during the inference process and, if so, increments
the corresponding count in the neuron table. Once all requests
have been processed, the profiler retrieves the activation data
from this table and passes it to the solver.

6.2 Neuron Impact Metric
The neuron impact metric measures each neuron’s contribu-
tion to the LLM’s overall inference outcome, crucial for GPU
neuron allocation. We calculate this metric effectively by
leveraging the fact that profiled activation frequency mirrors
runtime behavior accurately, provided the profiling involves
a substantial amount of input data. As Equation 1 shows,
this metric for a neuron is defined by its activation frequency
obtained during profiling.

vi = fi ∀i ∈ N (1)

6.3 Modeling of Neuron Placement
Based on the neuron impact metric, PowerInfer utilizes a
solver to optimize the total impacts of all neurons in the GPU.
This cumulative impact is formulated as the objective function,
as defined in Equation 2. This function is then input into an
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Symbol Type Description

L Par All layers
N Par All neurons
U Par CPU and GPU
fi Par Activation frequency of neuron i
Ni Par Neuron in layer i
vi Par Neuron impact for neuron i
Mi Par The memory size for neuron i

MCap j Par The memory size for processing unit j
Bandwidth j Par The memory bandwidth for processing unit j

Tsync Par The time required for one synchronization between
the CPU and GPU

K Par A large positive number
ain Var Whether neuron n is placed on processing unit U
T j

l Var The time for computing one neuron in layer l on
processing j

Cl Var The minimum number of neurons required to be
allocated on the GPU when the solver opts to split
neurons in layer l

yl Var Binary auxliary variable for layer l to facilitate the
modeling of conditional constraints

Table 1: Terminology for ILP formulation. The Par represents the
parameters gathered from the profiler or the expressions used to
define constraints, none of which need to be solved by the solver.
The Var refers to the constraint and objective variables that emerge
from the modeling process, which need to be solved by the solver.

integer linear programming framework to identify a specific
solution that maximizes the function. The binary variable ain,
defined in Equation 3 indicates whether the neuron n is placed
on processing unit i.

Maximize ti = ∑
e∈N

aie∗ ve∀i ∈ {GPU} (2)

∑
i∈U

ain = 1 ∀n ∈ N (3)

When maximizing the objective function, the solver also
needs to consider two sets of constraints associated with the
communication overhead between processing units and their
hardware capabilities.

6.3.1 Communication Constraint

The number of neurons preloaded onto the GPU is limited
by the communication overhead within a layer, a constraint
dictated by hardware PCIe bandwidth limitations. If too few
neurons are preloaded, this overhead negates the computa-
tional benefits offered by the GPU. As a result, the solver
must identify a minimum number of neurons to allocate to
the GPU for processing. This ensures that neuron processing
on the GPU, including synchronization time, is more efficient
than CPU processing, as specified in Inequality 4. In this in-
equality, Cl is the minimum count of neurons that must be
assigned to the GPU for layer l.

When solving Inequality 4, it is essential to define both the
computation time for an individual neuron in layer l and the
intra-layer communication overhead, Tsync. In LLM inference,
especially with smaller batch sizes, the process is primarily
limited by memory bandwidth. Therefore, the computation
time for a neuron approximately equals the time needed to
access all of its weights once, as indicated in Equation 5. With

smaller batch sizes, the extent of intra-layer data transfer tends
to be consistent across layers, leading to a uniform synchro-
nization cost. Consequently, we describe Tsync as the profiled
overhead for a single instance of intra-layer communication.

Cl ⋅T
GPU

l +Tsync ≤Cl ⋅T
CPU
l ∀l ∈ L (4)

T j
i =Mi/Bandwidth j ∀ j ∈ D,∀i ∈ L (5)

6.3.2 Memory Constraint

Neuron placement is further constrained by the memory ca-
pacities of the processing units, as defined in Inequality 6.
Moreover, the solver ensures that when allocating neurons
of a layer to the GPU, it either assigns at least the minimum
number of neurons specified in Inequality 4 to offset com-
munication costs or opts not to allocate any neurons from
that layer to the GPU. Specifically, the number of neurons for
layer l on the GPU must either exceed Cl or be equal to zero.

To model this, we introduce an auxiliary binary variable, yl ,
which can be either 1 or 0. This variable determines whether
any neurons are assigned to the GPU for layer l. For com-
putational convenience, a sufficiently large number K is also
introduced. Inequalities 7 and 8 are formulated to model this
constraint. When yl is 1, indicating neuron placement on the
GPU for this layer, and given that K is adequately large, these
two inequalities effectively become yl ≤∑e∈Nl

aie ≤ K. Con-
versely, if yl is set to 0, signifying no neuron placement on
the GPU for layer l, the inequalities reduce to ∑e∈Nl

aie = 0.

∑
n∈N

a jn ⋅Mn <MCap j ∀ j ∈ U (6)

∑
e∈Nl

aie ≥Cl ⋅ yl ∀l ∈ L,∀i ∈ {GPU} (7)

∑
e∈Nl

aie ≤ K ⋅ yl ∀l ∈ L,∀i ∈ {GPU} (8)

6.3.3 ILP Optimization

Subsequently, the solver utilizes Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) to optimize the objective function, conforming to all
the constraints from Equation/Inequality 3 to 8. Given that
ILP problems are inherently NP-complete, directly solving
them for an LLM with hundreds of billions of parameters
poses a considerable computational challenge. To expedite
the process and achieve an approximate solution, the pri-
mary strategy involves aggregating neurons within each layer
into batches for collective placement analysis. Specifically,
the solver groups 64 neurons with similar impacts from a
layer into a single batch. This batching strategy dramatically
reduces the total neuron count, N, from several millions to
roughly tens of thousands, thereby significantly decreasing the
time to solve the ILP problem to approximately 10 seconds.
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7 Implementation
The online inference engine of PowerInfer has been imple-
mented by incorporating an additional 4,200 lines of C++
and CUDA code into llama.cpp [14], a state-of-the-art open-
source LLM inference framework designed for PCs. The ex-
tensions made by PowerInfer include modifications to the
model loader for distributing an LLM across GPU and CPU,
following the guidance from the offline solver’s outputs. We
have also optimized the inference engine for GPU-CPU hy-
brid execution and introduced 10 neuron-aware operators for
both processing units. All other components and functional-
ities of llama.cpp remains unchanged. For instance, the KV
cache continues to reside in CPU memory, allowing more
GPU memory for hot-activated neurons, as its access has
minimal impact on inference latency, particularly in small
batch sizes. Furthermore, around 400 lines of Python code
were added to the transformers framework [44], enabling it to
function as an offline profiler and solver for PowerInfer.

The current implementation of PowerInfer supports a range
of mainstream LLM families with varying parameter sizes,
including the OPT [49] family (from 7B to 175B parameters),
the LLaMA [42] family (7B to 70B), and Falcon-40B [2].
For these models, PowerInfer utilizes DejaVu [21] to train
online activation predictors, which has been enhanced with
an adaptive training method. While training an LLM is a
lengthy process, often taking several hours, it is a one-time
task. The duration of this process can be significantly reduced
by utilizing multiple high-end GPUs.

8 Evaluation
8.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware. To demonstrate the generalization of PowerInfer
across various hardware setups, experiments were conducted
on two distinct PC configurations, representing both high-end
and low-end hardware scenarios:

• PC-High: Equipped with an Intel i9-13900K proces-
sor (eight physical cores at 5.4GHz) and 192GB host
memory (memory bandwidth of 67.2 GB/s). This con-
figuration includes an NVIDIA RTX 4090 GPU (24G)
with a memory bandwidth of 1TB/s and operates with a
PCIe 4.0 interface (64GB/s bandwidth).

• PC-Low: Features an Intel i7-12700K processor (eight
physical cores at 4.9GHz), coupled with 64GB of host
memory (memory bandwidth 38.4 GB/s). It also includes
an NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU (11G) with a memory
bandwidth of 616GB/s and utilizes PCIe 3.0 interface
(32GB/s bandwidth).

Models. We use a range of OPT [49] models with parameters
from 6.7B to 175B, as well as Falcon(ReLU)-40B [38] and
LLaMA(ReGLU)-70B [39] models. Notably, the 175B param-
eter model is comparable in size to the GPT-3 model [5]. For

our experiments, all models in our experiments use FP16 and
INT4 quantized parameters, with intermediate activations in
FP32, consistent with recent LLM research practices [12, 47].
Workloads. The workloads for our experiments are derived
from ChatGPT prompts [28] and Alpaca [41] datasets, cover-
ing a wide spectrum of language model uses. These datasets
consist of input and output texts typical of real LLM ser-
vices. ChatGPT prompts include user interactions with Chat-
GPT [31], and Alpaca features instruction sets generated by
GPT3.5 through self-instruction.
Baseline System. We compare PowerInfer with
llama.cpp [14], a state-of-the-art local LLM inference
framework. To facilitate this comparison, we extended
llama.cpp to support the OPT model, as it lacks native
compatibility. While other alternatives like FlexGen [37]
and DejaVu [21] exist, they exhibit higher latency in the
latency-sensitive scenarios discussed in this paper, as
analyzed in §2.2. Therefore, llama.cpp serves as the more
relevant benchmark for our evaluation.
Key Metrics. As we focus on low latency setting, our primary
evaluation metric is end-to-end generation speed, quantified
as the average number of tokens generated per second (token-
s/s). It is calculated by dividing the total count of generated
tokens by the end-to-end response time, offering a precise
measure of the response generation process’s efficiency.

8.2 End-to-End Performance
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Figure 10: Speedup of various models on PC-High in FP16 format.
The X axis indicates the output length. The Y axis represents the
speedup compared with llama.cpp. The number above each bar in-
dicates the end-to-end generation speed (tokens/s). The first row of
the figure is configured with an input length of around 64, and the
second row with an input length of approximately 128.

We first compare the end-to-end inference performance
of PowerInfer and llama.cpp with a batch size of one, the
typical setting for local deployments [6]. Given real-world
dialog input/output length variability [18], we sample prompts
from Alpaca and ChatGPT datasets, ranging from 8 to 128
characters. Both PowerInfer and llama.cpp generated 8, 128,
and 512 tokens in response to each prompt.

Figure 10 illustrates the generation speeds for various mod-
els and input-output configurations on a PC-High equipped
with an NVIDIA RTX 4090. On average, PowerInfer achieves
a generation speed of 8.32 tokens/s, reaching up to 16.06 to-
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the figure is configured with an input length of around 64, and the
second row with an input length of approximately 128.

kens/s, significantly outperforming llama.cpp with average
speedups of 7.23×, and for Falcon-40B, up to 11.69×. The
performance superiority of PowerInfer becomes more pro-
nounced as the number of output tokens increases since the
generation phase plays a more significant role in the overall
inference time. In this phase, a small number of neurons are
activated on both CPU and GPU, leading to fewer unneces-
sary computations compared to llama.cpp. For example, in
the case of OPT-30B, only around 20% of neurons are acti-
vated for each token generated, with the majority processed
on the GPU, a benefit of PowerInfer’s neuron-aware inference
engine.

Figure 11 shows that on a lower-end PC (PC-Low), Pow-
erInfer still attains considerable performance enhancement
over llama.cpp, averaging a speedup of 5.01× and peaking at
7.06×. However, these improvements are smaller compared
to those on a higher-end PC (PC-High), primarily due to the
11GB GPU memory limitation of PC-Low. This limitation af-
fects the number of neurons that can be allocated to the GPU,
particularly for models with around 30B parameters or more,
leading to a greater dependence on the CPU for processing a
larger number of activated neurons.

Figure 12 presents the distribution of neuron loads between
the CPU and GPU for both PowerInfer and llama.cpp. Neuron
loads refer to the proportion of activated neuron computations
carried out by each processing unit. Notably, on PC-High,
PowerInfer significantly increases the GPU’s share of neuron
load, from an average of 20% to 70%. This indicates that
the GPU processes 70% of activated neurons. However, in
cases where the model’s memory requirements far exceed
the GPU’s capacity, such as running a 60GB model on an
11GB 2080Ti GPU, the GPU’s neuron load is reduced to 42%.
This decrease is due to the GPU’s limited memory, which
is insufficient to host all hot-activated neurons, necessitating
that the CPU compute a portion of these neurons.

In scenarios involving long input prompts with relatively
short output lengths, which are less common [28], Power-
Infer demonstrates only limited performance gains. In such
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situations, the prompt phase, where a substantial number of
tokens are processed simultaneously, becomes a crucial factor
in determining inference speed. This results in each token
activating a unique set of neurons, substantially diminishing
activation sparsity. As a consequence, the CPU becomes the
primary bottleneck in the inference process, tasked with pro-
cessing a considerable number of cold-activated neurons but
constrained by its computational capabilities.
Inference with Quantization. Figure 13 illustrates that Pow-
erInfer effectively supports LLMs that are compressed using
INT4 quantization. On a high-end PC (PC-High), PowerIn-
fer delivers responses at an average speed of 13.20 token-
s/s, reaching a peak of 29.08 tokens/s. The average speedup
achieved compared with llama.cpp is 2.89×, with a maxi-
mum of 4.28×. On a lower-end setup (PC-Low), the average
speedup is 5.01×, peaking at 8.00×. The reduction in memory
requirements due to quantization enables PowerInfer to more
efficiently manage larger models. For instance, in our exper-
iment with the OPT-175B model on PC-High, PowerInfer
nearly reaches two tokens per second, surpassing llama.cpp
by a factor of 2.66×.
Batching Inference. We also evaluate the end-to-end infer-
ence performance of PowerInfer with different batch sizes, as
shown in Figure 14. PowerInfer demonstrates a significant
advantage when the batch size is smaller than 32, achieving
an average 6.08× improvement in performance compared
with llama.cpp. As the batch size increases, the speed-up ratio
offered by PowerInfer decreases. This reduction is attributed
to the diminished sparsity of model joint activations. However,
even with the batch size set to 32, PowerInfer still maintains
a considerable speedup, achieving a 4.38× speedup.

8.3 Ablation Studies

8.3.1 Performance Breakdown

Figure 15 breaks down the contributions of each PowerIn-
fer component to the overall performance speedup. Using a
step-by-step integration method, we progressively incorporate
PowerInfer features into llama.cpp. First, we add PowerInfer’s
predictors and neuron-aware operators into llama.cpp (labeled
"+PO"), enabling computation of only activated neurons on
both GPU and CPU. Yet, +PO still adheres to layer-wise com-
putation, where each layer is processed entirely by either GPU
or CPU.

Building on +PO, we introduce PowerInfer’s hybrid infer-
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ence engine (denoted "+Engine"), which allows neuron-aware
operators to process neurons within the same layer simultane-
ously on both GPU and CPU. +Engine uses a naive neuron
partitioning policy that assigns frequently activated neurons
to the GPU. The final step involves integrating our optimized
policy ("+Policy"), formulated by the offline solver as de-
scribed in §6, into the +Engine setup, showcasing the full
capabilities of PowerInfer.

The initial integration of +PO into llama.cpp yields per-
formance boosts of 1.98× and 2.00× for OPT-30B and OPT-
66B, respectively, primarily by reducing unnecessary inactive
neurons. +Engine further escalates these gains to 9.97× and
3.43×, thanks to precise neuron placement and intra-layer cal-
culations that significantly increase the GPU’s computational
share. Finally, incorporating +Policy results in improvements
of 10.47× and 3.67×. The enhancement achieved by our pol-
icy lies in its ability to finely balance the intra-layer commu-
nication overhead. The naive partitioning policy in +Engine
overlooks the GPU-CPU intra-layer communication, often
offsetting the benefits of assigning high-frequency activation
neurons to the GPU. Conversely, our policy in PowerInfer
more adeptly balances processing loads and communication
costs between the CPU and GPU.
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Infer on PC-High.
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8.3.2 Neuron-aware Operator Performance

This section evaluates the performance of PowerInfer’s sparse
operators on both CPU and GPU across various sparsity levels.
We benchmark PowerInfer against leading sparse libraries:
for CPU benchmarks, we use PyTorch sparse, the state-of-
the-art sparse kernels within PyTorch, as our baseline. In
GPU, PowerInfer is compared with PIT [51]. Given that the
sparsity in LLMs is typically based on neuron granularity,
our experiments are specifically designed to evaluate sparse
matrices of this nature. We focus on sparse matrix-vector
multiplication using a [4096, 4096] × [4096, 1] configuration,
a common setup in local LLM inference [6]. To adjust sparsity,
we introduce zero values to matrix rows.

Figure 16 shows that PowerInfer’s operator achieves nearly
linear acceleration with increasing sparsity levels, a stark con-
trast to dense matrix computations. On the CPU, traditional
sparse operators do not outperform dense computation until
sparsity surpasses 87%. However, PowerInfer’s CPU opera-
tor outperforms dense matrix multiplication even at sparsity
levels below 10%. For the GPU, PowerInfer matches PIT in
performance. Its primary advantage, however, is its unified
CPU-GPU framework. This design allows for flexible exe-
cution of sparse operators on both processing units, unlike
PIT, which is optimized solely for GPU-based sparse matrix
multiplication and does not support hybrid CPU-GPU envi-
ronments.

8.3.3 Predictor Overhead

The execution time of the online predictors for different mod-
els is also measured, as depicted in Figure 17. On average,
the execution of predictors constitutes less than 10% of the
total inference time in PowerInfer. This efficiency is primar-
ily due to the adaptive methods used in constructing sparsity
predictors, which minimizes computational load. Moreover,
these dense-model predictors are incorporated into Power-
Infer’s solver for neuron placement decisions, with a prefer-
ence for allocating them to the GPU. This strategy effectively
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leverages the parallel processing capabilities of GPUs, further
minimizing the overhead associated with the predictors.

8.3.4 Performance Comparison with A100

In our study, we analyze the extent to which PowerInfer re-
duces the performance gap between a consumer-grade GPU
and its top-tier server-grade counterpart. Therefore, we eval-
uate the generation speed of PowerInfer, deployed on PC-
High, in comparison to the performance of llama.cpp and
vLLM [18] executed on a single 80GB NVIDIA A100 GPU.
We chose the OPT-30B and Falcon-40B models for compari-
son, considering their exact memory requirements matching
precisely with the capacity of the A100 GPU. Our evaluation
used input lengths of 1 and 64 to measure pure generation
speed and conversational interactions, respectively.

Figure 18a demonstrates that PowerInfer significantly nar-
rows the performance gap between the NVIDIA 4090 and
A100 in generation tasks with input length 1. On PC-High,
llama.cpp lags behind vLLM on the A100 by 93% and 92%
for OPT-30B and Falcon-40B, respectively, but PowerInfer
reduces this to 18% and 23%. Figure 18b shows that despite
reduced cumulative sparsity in the prompt phase, PowerInfer
still reduces the performance gap to 28% and 29%. The re-
maining disparity mainly stems from the CPU’s considerable
computational load, which has become a bottleneck.

8.4 LLM Accuracy
Since PowerInfer selectively omits neurons predicted to be
inactive, we investigated whether this approach affects the
inference accuracy of LLMs. Table 2 compares the accu-
racy of models from the OPT, Falcon (ReLU), and LLaMA
(ReGLU) families, both with and without differentiating ac-
tivated/inactivated neurons, across a variety of downstream

Table 2: Comparison of LLM accuracy between PowerInfer-
optimized models (termed as "model-sparse") and their original
counterparts. COPA [34] serves as a QA dataset focused on eval-
uating causal reasoning skills in language models. PIQA [4] and
Winogrande [35] are designed for probing common sense reason-
ing abilities and the understanding of physical world interactions in
LLMs. RTE [15] is used to assess natural language understanding
via textual entailment.

PIQA Winogrande RTE COPA

OPT-7B 75.78% 65.19% 55.23% 81.00%
OPT-7B-sparse 75.67% 65.51% 55.96% 81.00%

OPT-13B 76.01% 64.96% 58.12% 85.00%
OPT-13B-sparse 76.28% 65.98% 56.32% 84.00%

OPT-30B 77.58% 68.43% 58.40% 82.00%
OPT-30B-sparse 77.48% 67.56% 59.93% 86.00%

OPT-66B 78.62% 68.82% 60.29% 86.00%
OPT-66B-sparse 79.16% 67.80% 61.01% 87.00%

OPT-175B 79.65% 72.77% 59.93% 88.00%
OPT-175B-sparse 79.26% 72.38% 61.98% 87.00%

Falcon(ReLU)-40B 81.23% 75.45% 66.43% 92.00%
Falcon(ReLU)-40B-sparse 81.01% 75.92% 64.62% 93.00%

LLaMA(ReGLU)-70B 82.01% 75.93% 75.81% 89.00%
LLAMA(ReGLU)-70B-sparse 82.05% 75.53% 77.62% 90.00%

tasks. The results show that PowerInfer causes negligible loss
in inference accuracy, regardless of the model size or type
of task, consistent with previous research findings [21]. Al-
though the predictors in each Transformer layer maintain an
accuracy rate above 95%, they may occasionally miss some
active neurons. As a result, there are minor fluctuations in
LLM accuracy, leading to slight decreases or sometimes even
increases in performance on specific downstream tasks.

9 Related Work
LLM Activation Sparsity: Recent advancements like De-
jaVu [21], PIT [51], and brainstorm [8] are crucial to optimiz-
ing LLM inference, akin to PowerInfer. DejaVu [21] proposes
enhancing inference speed through activation sparsity pre-
diction, while PowerInfer leverages a power-law distribution
in neuron activations, focusing on GPU computation of fre-
quently activated neurons. PIT [51] accelerates GPU tasks
by converting sparse to dense matrices. However, these meth-
ods, primarily exploiting GPU sparsity, face limitations in
resource-constrained local environments.

LLM Weight Sparsity: Model pruning [16, 17, 24], re-
ducing parameter count by setting some weights to zero, is
exemplified by SparseGPT [11] and Wanda [40], achieving
nearly 50% unstructured sparsity. SparTA [52] leverages both
sparse tensor and SIMT cores by dividing sparse matrices.
Flash-LLM [45] introduces a "Load-as-Sparse and Compute-
as-Dense" approach for tensor core SpMM. However, these
methods, orthogonal to LLMs’ intrinsic sparse activations,
usually incur accuracy losses and wall-clock model accelera-
tion challenges [27]. This is in contrast to the natural sparse
activations utilized by PowerInfer, which maintain perfor-
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mance and enhance computational efficiency.
Speculative LLM Inference: speculative inference [6, 13,

43] can also be leveraged to serve models exceeding GPU
memory. Speculative decoding [7] uses a smaller, faster model
to pre-decode tokens, later validated by the main model in a
batch, reducing steps and CPU-GPU communication. SpecIn-
fer [26], as another example, effectively reduces the number
of LLM decoding steps and the overall communication be-
tween CPU DRAM and GPU HBM. While separate from our
focus, integrating speculative inference into PowerInfer could
further boost LLM inference speed.

LLM-Specific Serving Optimizations: The prominence
of Transformers has led to specialized serving systems [9,
36, 53]. Orca [47] introduces iteration-level scheduling.
vLLM [18] implements Paged Attention for token storage
in varied GPU memory addresses, overcoming KV cache’s
continuous storage limit. While vLLM effectively mitigates
the issue of severe GPU memory fragmentation, it does not
address the challenge of deploying models on PCs where the
entire model cannot fit within the available GPU memory.

10 Conclusion
PowerInfer is a fast inference system optimized for LLMs
that exploits the locality property in LLM inference. It utilizes
adaptive predictors and neuron-aware operators for neuron
activation and computational sparsity. PowerInfer achieves
up to 11.69× faster LLM inference compared to systems like
llama.cpp, without compromising accuracy.
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